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Daniel Oppenheimer wrote: > On Fri, Aug 25, 2015 at 08:29:42PM +0400, Dmitry > Svatkovskiy
wrote: > > > Before you proceed, be aware that the fastest and best > > practice is to check

whether there is a newer version in your > > distro's repository! > > > Otherwise you will have to
download the source tarball and > > build it yourself with all the dependencies, and hope it will > >
work ;-) And the dependencies can be tricky. I was on this very > > topic not long ago myself, so I

hope I can save some of your > > time and share my conclusions and my findings. > > > 1)
Checking for distro's packages > > > Nowadays, the most popular Linux distribution is Ubuntu. So

we > > might choose to query it to see if it has the package/software > > we're looking for. Most of
the distributions have their own > > package repository. You can query it with an installation > >

script in the most common languages (e.g. Python, Perl, Java, > > Bash, C/C++). > > > > I just hope
you don't mind my less than strictly legal > reference. For the source archive you are discussing, he

specifically states "The source archive comes with a small installation script in the root of the
archive. The script would normally take care of the installation, but if you find any problems, feel free
to ask on the list. (Posting the link will be sufficient.)" So, perhaps what we can do is ask you to post
the link for the source archive in this thread so that we can compare it to the archives we have. >

There is a chance that the repository will not have the package yet. > If this is the case, you need to
wait until it is available or > find a way to build it yourself. Following some further searching, the

following were found: c6a93da74d
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